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Overall Rating

Very Good

This is a comprehensive evaluation report that is systematic and transparent in its development of a targeted and
Executive Feedback on Overall priortised set of recommendations. Only a few areas would benefit from improvement, but these do not detract
Rating
from the overall quality of the analysis.
PARAMETER 1: OBJECT AND CONTEXT OF THE EVALUATION
Executive Feedback on
Parameter 2

PARAMETER 4: FINDINGS
Executive Feedback on
Parameter 4

PARAMETER 3

Good

Findings are comprehensive, and marshall multiple lines and levels of evidence to excplicitly address evaluation
questions.
PARAMETER 5

Very Good

Conclusions are comprehensive, building on the findings to develop insights that address each criterion. Lessons
and good practices are very well developed.

PARAMETER 6:RECOMMENDATIONS
Executive Feedback on
PARAMETER 6

Very Good

The methodology provides a useful set of methods, although the overall design is not artciulated as clearly as it
could be. Ethics is not directly mentioned, and at least a paragraph on this issue is expected by the standards. It
would also have been optimal to have included a table describing the sampling frame from which the visits and
focus groups were drawn.
Very Good
PARAMETER 4

PARAMETER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED
Executive Feedback on
Parameter 5

PARAMETER 2

The purpose, objectives and scope are comprehensive.

PARAMETER 3: METHODOLOGY
Executive Feedback on
Parameter 3

Good

The report provides a comprehensive analysis of the object of the evaluation that runs across two chapters. The
theory of change is particularly notable. The wider context is also addressed, with some scope to enrichen this
aspect of the background further.

PARAMETER 2: PURPOSE, OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE
Executive Feedback on
Parameter 2

PARAMETER 1

PARAMETER 6

Very Good

The format of a table ensure that the recommendations, which are targeted and prioritised, are clearly linked to the
findings from which they are derived.

PARAMETER 7: GENDER AND HUMAN RIGHTS

PARAMETER 7

Meets
Requirements

Executive Feedback on
PARAMETER 7

The evaluation objectives and scope implicitly address GEEW because of the object of the evaluation, but do not
make explicit reference to GE/HR analysis nor frameworks.
Evaluation and interview questions recognized and addressed gender equality and human rights issues and
disaggregated data were sought and utilized throughout the evaluation process. Gender equality and human rights
considerations guided the selection of interviewees and participants of surveys and were also integrated into the
data collection methodology and evaluation tools
The evaluation adopted a participatory approach, but this was predominantly in relation to data collection - with
less evidence in the report for paricipatory processes during analysis and validation. The use of gender as a
sampling criteria for selection of informants is innovative and a useful example.
Findings, conclusions and recommendtions all systematically address GEEW; and lessons are also provided.

PARAMETER 8: THE REPORT STRUCTURE
Executive Feedback on
PARAMETER 8

A well written, logically organised, and comprehsive report.

Very Good
PARAMETER 8

